HOME TECHNOLOGY AND LIFESTYLE GUIDE

LIFESTYLE TECHNOLOGIES

ABOUT US
Technology is everywhere. It’s hard to imagine any aspect of our lives that
doesn’t involve it. From phones to our cars, from work to our home, technology
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enhances our lives, bringing us closer to information, entertainment, and each
other. Just One Touch / Video & Audio Center integrates that technology into
your home.
Imagine a home that greets you by unlocking the front door, disabling the security
system, turning on lights, and welcoming you with your favorite music. Imagine
prompting all of this and more from your smart phone. This is just a glimpse
of life with an intelligent home. Beyond showcasing the latest technology, the
ultimate goal is to make interaction with your home’s smart features a pleasure.
Here at Just One Touch / Video & Audio Center, we’ve helped families
make complex technology simple for over 37 years. We have won numerous
awards from CEDIA and for almost two decades have been ranked #1 Custom
Electronics Retailer in California by CEPro and 4th in the Country. Recently, we
were awarded Fox Innovation Lab’s Innovation Award for Consumer Presentation
of 4K Ultra HD 2017 at the CES Show in Las Vegas.
From beautifully integrated design to the finest home technologies, we’ll guide
you through each step of the design and installation process to make certain you
have exactly the products you need, the features you want, and the personal
attention that will make the home of the future a joy to own today.
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Please don’t hesitate to contact me by email at joseph@justonetouch.tv or call
me directly at 310-940-5555.
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SPECIAL SPACES

3

S M A R T

H O M E

C O N T R O L
Imagine being welcomed home — by your home. You return at dusk
and the exterior is lit perfectly. The garage door lifts with a simple
voice command and the security system automatically disarms.
After dinner, a touch on your smart phone starts your favorite music
throughout the house. At night, a tap on a bedside touchscreen
activates security and sets lights just right for overnight. This is
today’s high-performance home. It’s where better, easier living
happens through leading technologies.

Coming home is more elegant and better than it’s ever been.
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SMART HOME CONTROL 								
Old English tudor or newly-built modern, we give you the awesome ability —

From traditional remotes and keypads to your smartphone or tablet, to the latest

to control everything from anywhere. Using the best in both power and

in touchscreens, you’ll monitor and control your entertainment, lights, shades,

performance, we combine the technology in your house into one simple system

security, climate and more. And — whether you’re across the room — or across

that fits your lifestyle and décor. And— above all — is easy for everyone to use.

town, we put it all in your hands with the quality and design you deserve.

MUSIC
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Elegant, convenient and simple.

•

MOVIES

•

LIGHTS

•

SHADES

•

CLIMATE

•

SECURITY

•

AND MORE
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SMART HOME CONTROL 						

Home is one touch away — from anywhere.

Envision life where it takes just the press of a button, and your environment is at your

With a mobile app personalized just for you, your entire home can be in hand, even from across

command. Dim the lights and stream high-quality music throughout the house on state-of-

the globe. Get mobile alerts when the kids arrive home. Program lights to go on or off at specific

the-art speakers. Select a temperature icon, and adjust heat in all rooms in an instant, while

times to make it appear someone is always home — from virtually anywhere in the world. Realize

starting a fire in the fireplace in the room you’re in. And, without leaving your comfy couch,

you forgot to lower the temperature as you board the plane for vacation? One touch on yoursmart

choose “Front Door” to see who’s just arrived.

device makes the change so you can focus on family fun.
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Lighting has a profound impact on the feel of a space, art on the walls — and even your
overall wellbeing. As we spend more time indoors and in front of glaring blue screens,
it’s been found our energy can be affected. Certain LED lights today deliver natural
lighting indoors, and proper color range at certain times of the day to improve wellness.
The right illumination can improve not only your spaces but also your health, and can be
custom tailored just for you.

LIGHTING

& SHADES

Press a button and house lights dim, shades drop and your mood calms.
While it may seem lightbulbs have been the same since invented, recent

Lighting that reveals no boundaries.

years have seen huge advancements in lighting. Today’s lights offer control
from anywhere, and ability to program them to turn on or off at specific
times. It’s one touch to set lights for a party or a private night. Colored and
LED bulbs present new creativity that wasn’t possible before. Lighting can
now be the canvas for a room, with LED beams placed directly into dry wall
for gorgeous effects and warmth.
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Manage multiple rooms of lights from a single

Adjust shades and lights using a remote or your

keypad. Set “scenes” that change lights and

smart device. This can be incorporated into one

shades to a preset level you’ve created.

room or throughout the home.
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Imagine waking up and reaching for a bedside panel or your phone. Select “good morning”
and your designer shades open exactly to where you like them and the lights slowly raise to
75 percent. That’s how the day starts in a modern, high-performance home.

		 LIGHTING AND SHADES							

Shades that complement your décor and lifestyle.

With modern lighting innovations it can be challenging to know how to get what you
want. We also have expertise in lighting design services and can collaborate with your
design team such as your architect, builder and interior designer. You’ll gain access
to cutting-edge designs in fixtures that can be controlled from one room to the entire
house. In this fast-changing world of lighting and control, we can help you plan and
select lighting for optimum performance, value and style.

There’s a shade style to suit your home, with

There are countless fabric choices for shades that

Adjust shades just like your lights, using

many options featuring black-out capabilities

can be controlled. We can bring it together with

a wall keypad, remote, or as part of a full

to completely darken a room.

you or your designer — in the way you envision.

control system. Create schedules that open
or close shades at a set time daily.
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AUDIO & VIDEO ENTERTAINMENT

From one room to the whole house.
Amplify every party, sports game or occasion you have with incredible sound
and high-definition video flowing through the house — and even outdoors.
One touch turns on the flat screen in the den to show your vacation. Meanwhile,
all other rooms come alive with a personalized music list playing on cuttingedge, invisible speakers. Someone makes a toast, and you want to lower music
volume in the family room. A quick touch on your phone makes the magic
moment happen.
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High-resolution audio and video offer richer, more
detailed content than standard or compressed.
We ensure you have your favorite, top-quality
resolution music and movies available in every
room with the perfect receivers, speakers and
flat panel products in place that are necessary to
maximize the content and experience.

AUDIO & VIDEO ENTERTAINMENT					

Endless enjoyment.
No longer limited to one room of music and TV, you can imagine the possibilities. While
making dinner, catch up with the news piped through in-ceiling speakers, while the kids do
homework quietly in their rooms. Meanwhile, your spouse is enjoying classic rock in the
study — while checking out updates on social media. Everyone has the ability to choose
what they want in any room, using elegant, simple controls. When it’s time to come
together as a family, one easy selection makes it a memorable movie night in the theater.

Wireless speakers can be placed almost

The latest speakers offer visible or

anywhere, making the most of areas where

invisible high-quality sound that can

running wires is not an option.

match décor beautifully through
current choices or paint options.

Properly placed, custom designed speakers and sound bars
dramatically improve your entire entertainment experience
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A Digital-to-Analog Converter will improve the
sound of the music on your device, adding a
realism you never thought possible.

STREAMING

Select and enjoy all forms of A/V content
from one room to many, using a single,
powerful interface.

MEDIA

Today, there’s no shortage of streaming content — music, movies, TV shows
and podcasts. Regardless of content format — Pandora, Netflix or a physical
Blu-ray DVD — the best part of a whole-home system is you’re in the driver’s
seat. Sit back, relax and choose any music or movie from your library. Send it
to one room or many. A button press is all it takes. Having a superior-quality

Bring amazing sound to places other speakers
may not be able to reach. With wireless Hi‑Fi
speakers, audiophile-worthy sound is now
portable, versatile and convenient.

Full respect for sound quality.

system with powerful features and rock-solid dependability means you’ll enjoy
entertainment like never before.
Not long ago, HDTV was the latest thing in entertainment. Now, a similar revolution is happening for
music. With the advent of convenient streaming music, consumers are seeking improved sound fidelity.
Enter hi-res audio downloads from the biggest labels and streaming services with CD-quality tracks.
And, new “Hi-Res audio” offers richer, more detailed music than standard CDs for a more accurate
representation of the recording. With a high-performance system, music sounds like you’re at the
concert with the artist playing just feet away. This difference is subtle but extraordinary.
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SAFETY

& COMFORT

In today’s world, safety and comfort are even more important to families
on the go. Intelligent homes offer more than on-wall security pads or
thermostats you walk to and set. Now you can check door locks and
backyard cameras using your iPad on the nightstand. Turn lights on without
getting up — or from anywhere in the world — making your home look lived

Technology for peace of mind.

in. When a cold front hits at 3am, you’ll keep the kids warm without a single
step on a cold floor. Intelligent systems put peace of mind at your fingertips
so you can rest assured that all is comfortable, safe and secure.

Safety in an uncertain world means reduced stress and better, happier living. When on
your way out at night, simply press “Away” to set the alarm and turn on outside lights.
From doors that text you when unlocked to high-definition cameras that enable you to
check on the vacation property, a smart home system means your family’s well-being
is secure and always in hand.
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Doors and locks provide real-time

Network security cameras let you

The latest in thermostats offer

notification when their status changes.

monitor, record and check on your

unprecedented elegance, simplicity

home from anywhere.

and control.
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Today’s home has multiple devices and people connecting to the internet and
each other at almost every hour of the day. A secure, stable “backbone”
for the home is no longer an option, it is essential. Only the best products
and careful design can deliver to meet this demand. With a top-grade Wi-Fi
system, your entire property gets the coverage it requires. Even the sitter and
guests can use the network, but not access your personal data network.

Always on and always secure.

HOME NETWORKS

& WI-FI

Sit by the pool and enjoy a movie streaming on your tablet, while the kids
enjoy an online multi-player game. Meanwhile, your spouse is catching up
with email on the office computer. We are more connected than ever —
and asking more of wireless technology. Almost everything we do requires
a robust, secure network with the ability to expand as more devices come
available and are integrated into our lives. Encrypted Wi-Fi is essential to
keep personal data safe. A high-performance home system delivers the
most secure, no-downtime network that easily scales as your family and
needs grow.
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RELIABLE

EXPANDABLE

SIMPLE

SECURE

Higher-grade networking products
offer rock-solid stability

Easily add more devices

Focus on life rather than the

Built to commercial IT standards,

and computers as your

network, with no down-time.

your data will stay safe and

and longevity.

family grows.

Everybody’s happy.

secure at all times.
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Music for the ears, not the eyes. Great advances in
architectural speakers mean choices from subtle to stylish.
In-wall and in-ceiling models come in infinite designs, colors
and performance levels.

BLENDING

DESIGN
WITH

TECHNOLOGY

Color options for wall plates can blend in or stand out,
whichever you prefer to suit and complement your
interior design.

Where high tech and high style converge.
The perfect blend of technology and style is a true art in and of

Your home’s interior design is gorgeous. The furniture is flawlessly

itself. New technology designs can complement and even enhance
your home. Today’s digital lifestyle fuses the best in functionality

placed to your liking. At first glance, no technology is visible in this

with beauty that can create more useful spaces that also reveal

fabulous room. Then, with a touch on your tablet, a brilliant flat

your distinctive style.

screen appears magically from the framed artwork and high-fidelity
sound exudes from invisible speakers all around you. A warm,
glowing fire starts in the fireplace seemingly from nowhere.
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OUTDOOR LIVING
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Welcome to Sunday in the great outdoors. The sun shines, warming the

Your all-weather TV screens create an incredible, high-definition

patio, while the pre-game show plays on a gorgeous outdoor display,

life-size picture. Not a worry in the world. The doorbell rings on patio

eager to welcome your sports-loving friends. No speakers visible, yet

speakers as guests arrive. The grill is fired up and you’re ready for the

crystal-clear sound seems to be coming from everywhere.

game — and everything else that outdoor living brings.
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Using your smart device or fixed on-wall keypads, lighting
controls let you instantly set the ambiance and mood for a
BBQ or a romantic evening.

One touch sets the sound volume and starts a perfect
playlist for the pool party, while outdoor weather-resistant
HDTVs pop on and switch to your favorite channel.

		 OUTDOOR LIVING					

Entertainment and control in the great outdoors.
Why not take the finest indoor technologies and bring them out to your patio, pool and entire
yard? Whether enjoying a hot tub or your serene special gardens, you can bring along the right
music, video and lighting that make relaxation and entertaining even better. Robust, all-weather
designs are available for flat panels, speakers and remotes that deliver uncompromising, highfidelity sound, picture and control. Bring best-in-class performance and aesthetics to your every
exterior environment.

We offer a range of impeccably designed speakers to suit every
outdoor space, whether it’s a patio or an expansive yard. Made
of weather-resistant materials, select from a variety of designs
that blend in beautifully with their surroundings.
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MEDIA

ROOMS
A space to party, relax and enjoy.
Whatever your ultimate recreation space is, we can deliver it. Multiple flat panel TVs for
multiple games at once, a drop-down projection screen, or a place to escape to shoot
pool to your favorite tunes — it’s all possible. Dream big, while we design it to blend in
perfectly with your décor and lifestyle. However you wish to spend time relaxing, you can
build a media room that’s a perfect fit.

Integration with a home automation
system allows you to control all
aspects of your media room from
a tablet or smartphone.

Life-size players dominate the big screen, the sound of announcers
quipping the odds fills the room as kickoff nears. Adjacent on a small TV,
two friends are in the heat of battle on a video game. Glasses clink at the
bar, and a round of pool breaks. Media rooms are awesome spaces where

High-end separates or an A/V receiver

In-wall and in-ceiling speakers

are the central hub of your audio and

effortlessly blend into your décor.

video. Blu-ray, satellite radio, internet

Some models can be painted over

services are all available.

for total invisibility.

multiple things happen yet offer near-theater quality audio and video with
a more open, casual feel. Beyond a standard TV room, today’s media
rooms offer the best of both worlds.

Stylish furniture provides storage and
organization to any room. There’s a
size to match any TV, and a look for
every room.
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H O M E
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T H E A T E R

Lights dim, a vast screen drops and the movie starts. It fills your entire

This is the ultimate home theater experience. Fully engaging, core-shaking,

view and senses. Music swells with intricate, powerful sound and a car

cinema-grade audio and video delivered on the best widescreen available.

chase action scene begins. The entire room is filled with breathtaking

Lean back and select “Movie” on a brilliant touchscreen. Then prepare to be

images and thunderous sound. You forget you’re not at the local theater—

thrilled by the most immersive experience that excites every family member,

you’re at home.

friend and movie enthusiast you know.
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The latest technologies in home theater will astound you. Every aspect of the room is precisely engineered to provide
maximum enjoyment. Ultra HD projectors and life-size screens come into play. Meticulously-designed speakers
and subwoofers produce realistic, room-filling audio. And, we include design and placement of theater seats that
impeccably match your interior.
Some of today’s top brands are part of every step of filmmaking
— from the camera film, to video production to the ultimate
projectors and screens in your home.

HOME THEATER					

Big movies have big, bold audio. Surround sound processors and amplifiers drive
the speakers, and quality matters. In-wall speakers and subwoofers provide stunning
fidelity and can blend in to the surrounding décor — or, even disappear into the wall.

All the magic of theater — at home.

Ultra-widescreen CinemaScope aspect ratios are possible thanks to optical-grade
anamorphic lenses, powerful projectors with high-output lamps, and motorized, large-scale
projection screens. Screens must be placed just right for optimal viewing and to make the
most of your theater system. You’ll then experience epic Hollywood movies just as they
were meant to be seen. Customized theater designs can deliver whatever you desire.
Seats and sofas specifically designed for the
theater, come in most any style, color and fabric.
Proper placement is critical in the room design.
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Power conditioners deliver the highest
performance, while ensuring full clarity in the
audio and video.

You’ll control it all from your phone or touchscreen.
Scan a vast library by movie cover. Hit a button to
drop lights and start the show.

You imagine it — we’ll bring it to life.
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HIGH-PERFORMANCE
& STUDIO-GRADE

AUDIO

The rising, powerful crescendo of an orchestra. The soulful wailing of a blues
guitar. Live musical moments can elicit a deep, emotional response. A true,
high-performance audio system means you’ll fully experience music and
details as if you’re in the room with the artist. New Hi-Fi products and Hi-Res
content allow you to enjoy the nuance of each instrument with such realistic
sound, you can hear the performer’s fingers on the strings. This is today’s
audio. It can be appreciated throughout your home — or in a special music
room where you escape from the world.
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Few things move us as deeply as music. It can transport us to a place in time, a feeling
or provide escape from the world. Compare the sensation at a concert versus hearing the
same song on the radio. Creating a breathtaking concert experience that reveals every
detail of the original recording is what high-performance, studio-grade audio is about.
Incredibly-designed speakers to suit any room, massive power amps, and a gorgeous,
artistic turntable on which you can play your vinyl records. There are no longer limits to
getting quality, high-fidelity music into your home spaces.

				

Sound you’ll feel deep within your soul.

A dedicated music room or space can provide “the great escape” and a welcome break
from the world. Enjoy large-scale speakers with the latest turntable in the center and a
custom-built shelf for the vinyl records you cherish. 100-percent of the performance can
be captured with current components. You’ll find every reason to retreat to the music room
— and even more reasons to show it off. Imagine friends pulling out their favorite record
A perfectly-placed and selected subwoofer

Preamps and processors decode audio from any source such as a disc player,

brings deep bass sounds to life.

computer, or the web. Amplifiers drive speakers and supply them with the power

and hearing it like never before.

needed for clear, awesome audio. Even handcrafted components are available,
to provide the most realistic, mind-blowing sound.
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Modern remotes and receivers can accept voice commands to
turn on music and dim lights to a preset “scene” you’ve created.
Smartphones and tablets are responding better than ever to verbal
questions and can now initiate actions within the home such as
closing the shades. Say “Food Network” and the TV can turn on
and change to your specified channel. Even your smart watch can
control your home. And this is just the beginning of what’s here and
what’s to come.

TECHNOLOGIES
ON THE HORIZON

Your lifelong, lifestyle and technology expert.

New types of LED bulbs allow you to enhance your at-home living and
wellness. Known as “Health-Centric Lighting” (HCL), new lights can
deliver just the right light for your overall wellbeing, as you transition
through your day. Solutions today not only allow you to change lights

Technology is ever-evolving and so are we. As a provider of the most

by saying “dim,” but will automatically adjust based on time of day or
outside ambient light. And this will only get better. Sensors continue

advanced, progressive and exciting systems, we keep up-to-date with the

to become smarter and your home can modify to make you more

latest being deployed now to what’s on the horizon. From wellness lighting to

peaceful or energized — based on your wishes.

homes that automatically adjust to save energy, these things are coming to

We can easily expand the high-performance system you have in

homes near you and we are proud to be the local technology experts.

place now — as new technologies become available. Always on the
cutting-edge, we enjoy being your go-to tech specialist, today
and tomorrow.
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SUPPORT &

SERVICE
Unprecedented customer satisfaction.
There’s an elegance to electronics that can only be achieved by a true professional. From network
security to new product upgrades, we support you with unmatched service, support and diligence.
Over time, our clients living with high-performance home control and entertainment systems want
to add new things they hear about. We do that and more. We ensure things are in optimum working
order for your total enjoyment. Special remote management tools provide regular system checks and
optimization, along with diagnosis and repair services. Your complete satisfaction – both today and into
the future – is our expertise and passion.

While modern technology is extremely exciting and reliable, as with any device
or product you use such as your phone or car, there can occasionally be a
need for service or an update to software. We built our business based on
relationships and premium service levels, and that’s what continues to set us
apart. Our systems most typically reside on the home network. This means we
can often service your system from our office without interrupting your day.
We can provide a monitoring system to notify us before something even
happens. We are just a text or a phone call away and look forward to delivering
the customer service you deserve and expect.
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This brochure is property of Home Technology
Specialists of America and should not be
copied or reproduced without express written
permission of HTSA.®

Santa Monica
Superstore
1426 Wilshire Blvd.
Santa Monica CA 90403
310-451-6200

Century City
Superstore
10250 Santa Monica Blvd.
Los Angeles LA 90067
310-277-8282

South Bay
Superstore
17124 Hawthorne Blvd.
Lawndale CA 90260
310-214-0081
justonetouch.com

The Village at Topanga
Superstore
6344 Topanga Canyon Blvd.
Woodland Hills CA 91367
818-888-1500

Agoura Hills
Superstore
28501 Canwood Street
Agoura Hills, CA 91301
818-735-9400

